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Opinion

A final post on
liberaltarianism — for now

By: Timothy P. Carney
Senior Examiner Columnist
08/26/10 6:50 PM EDT

First, I need to note that the Cato Institute spokesman objected to my characterization in my column that Brink
Lindsey and Will Wilkinson were “driven out.” He sent me a copy of the letter from Cato president Ed Crane,
which I reprint in its entirety at the bottom of this post.

Second, I wanted report the responses I got when I asked for liberaltarian politicians:

Bill Weld, Jerry Brown, Mike Gravel, Brian Schweitzer, the current coalition government in the UK, Germany’s
Free Democrats, William Proxmire, and John Norquist.

Talk amongst yourselves.

Here’s Crane’s note:

Catoites –

As you may by now have heard, our longtime colleague and friend Brink Lindsey has accepted a
senior position at the Kansas City-based Kauffman Foundation.  He will be a senior fellow in
research and policy.  The good news is that he will be working here in Washington with, among
others, our old friend Bob Litan (formerly with Brookings).  Brink has made many meaningful
contributions to Cato over the nearly two decades he has worked here, not least of which include
the establishment of our Center for Trade Policy Studies and our online Cato Unbound.  This looks
to be a terrific opportunity for Brink.  Please join me in thanking him for his contributions to Cato
and wishing him well in his new endeavor.

Ed
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Philly mayor defends making bloggers pay for business licenses

Philadelphia mayor Michael Nutter defended the city’s recent efforts to make bloggers pay for business licenses:
“If you’re paying taxes to the federal...

—Mark Hemingway
Ken Buck attends Romanoff’s birthday party

I found this a bit amusing: Denver, CO—When Republican U.S. Senate candidate Ken Buck received an
invitation to Andrew Romanoff’s birthday party, he was...

—David Freddoso
On Dems Running away from Obama

Rep. Joe Donnelly, D-Ind., who represents my hometown of South Bend, Ind., might be in trouble, according to
a new poll by a conservative group. Obviously, this kind of poll...

—David Freddoso
Arizona files appeal to keep immigration enforcement law

The immigration issue is not going anywhere for November elections. Arizona has filed its brief in its bid to get
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the federal Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals to overturn a ruling...

—Matthew Sheffield
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The 'Recovery Summer' has been found! -- In Germany

It turns out that the "Recovery Summer" the Obama administration has turned into a national joke really is taking
place -- just not here. Uncle Sam's Bureau of Economic...

—Tom Blumer
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The new normal in Nevada: Reid and Angle tied
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—Neil Stevens
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